The behavioral research lab facility at Fisher is seeking undergraduate student employees (work study or non-work study) to support the lab. The students will help the lab staff in the execution of research studies. Responsibilities will include prepping the lab, taking attendance, directing students, cleaning the lab and other duties as assigned. Please note that opportunities for student-initiated research projects will NOT be available. Pay is $9.51 per hour and hours vary. There are no guaranteed hours and hours will fluctuate depending on the lab study schedule.

Required Qualifications:
• Sophomore or Junior status
• Ability to communicate clearly and promptly
• Ability to adapt to a flexible schedule and work environment
• Strong work ethic
• Willing to complete CITI research training upon hire
• Reliability and consistent attendance is essential for this position.

Interested students should email Stephanie Marshall (marshall.669@osu.edu) with a resume, three references and spring semester availability.